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ABSTRACT

The cloud gateway is essential in the public cloud as the central hub of cloud traffic. We show that horizontal scaling of software gateways, once sustainable for years, is no longer future-proof facing the massive scale and rapid growth of today’s cloud. The root cause is the stagnant performance of the CPU core, which is prone to be overloaded by heavy hitters as traffic growth goes far beyond Moore’s law. To address this, we propose Sailfish, a cloud-scale multi-tenant multi-service gateway accelerated by programmable switches. The new challenge is that large forwarding tables due to multi-tenancy cannot be fit into the limited on-chip memories. To this end, we devise a multi-pronged approach with (1) hardware/software co-design for table sharing, (2) horizontal table splitting among gateway clusters, (3) pipeline-aware table compression for a single node. Compared with the x86 gateway of a similar price, Sailfish reduces latency by 95% (2µs), improves throughput by more than 20x in bps (3.2Tbps) and 71x in pps (1.8Gpps) with packet length < 256B. Sailfish has been deployed in Alibaba Cloud for more than two years. It is the first P4-based cloud gateway in the industry, of which a single cluster carries dozens of Tbps traffic, withstanding peak-hour traffic in large online shopping festivals.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The public clouds provide customers with the ability to use on-demand, scalable computing resources (e.g., servers, storage, networking) to achieve agility, cost efficiency and business continuity based on cloud resource pooling and autoscaling [36]. Worldwide end-user spending on public cloud services has grown persistently over years [12] and the global pandemic has reinforced this trend [13]. To meet the increasing cloud usage demands, public cloud vendors, such as Amazon, Microsoft, Google and Alibaba, have invested lots of cutting-edge research and development efforts into addressing the performance, scalability, elasticity, stability and reliability of the globally distributed cloud infrastructures.

A cloud gateway is a packet forwarding device, which provides performant and reliable connectivity to globally distributed cloud resources in a multi-tenant environment [8, 25]. To satisfy the resource isolation requirements from customers, public cloud vendors build virtual private clouds (VPCs) [41] within the public cloud through overlay network protocols such as VXLAN [27]. Virtual machines (VMs) within the same VPC can communicate with each other while VMs belonging to different VPCs are isolated and transparent from each other. Sometimes, a VM in one VPC needs to communicate with another VM in a different VPC within the same region or in a remote region. In other cases, a VM in one VPC wants to access the public Internet or the resources inside the enterprise’s local data centers (IDCs). The cloud gateway addresses these inter-VM and cross-region communication requirements and constructs tunnels if the communication needs to cross the VPC boundary.

As the central hub of the east-west traffic (VM-VM), the south-north traffic (VM-Internet) and the IDC/cross-region traffic (VM-IDC/Cross-region) of the entire cloud, the gateway plays a critical role in the public cloud infrastructure. The cloud has experienced a violent traffic growth over the years. Within data centers, servers’ Ethernet transfer rates grow rapidly to 400GbE and beyond [35]. In 2019, Alibaba put the entire e-commerce business onto the public cloud [6], contributing to dozens of Tbps traffic for its cloud gateway. Therefore, the performance of the cloud gateway at the traffic aggregation point is expected to scale up gracefully to cope with the explosive traffic growth, preventing it from becoming the system choke point. Besides, the stability of the cloud gateway is also important for 24/7 uninterrupted cloud service delivery.

In addition to the forwarding performance, the cloud gateway needs to carry a large number of stateless and stateful forwarding tables for diverse cloud services. Specifically, due to the multi-tenancy in the public cloud, the forwarding table entry size is large containing both the VPC identifier and the destination address while the table entry number is huge considering the huge number of VPCs and VMs in the public cloud [8]. In Alibaba Cloud, a single cloud region can host millions of VPCs and millions of VMs.
Sometimes, a top customer can purchase millions of VMs even in a single VPC. In general, the cloud gateway differs from traditional network devices in terms of forwarding logic, forwarding throughput, forwarding table size and forwarding table variety.

To handle the growing workloads, horizontal scaling (i.e., scale-out) of a single node to multiply the processing capability is common wisdom in the cloud [15, 16, 18, 31]. Over the years, x86-based software gateways were previously deployed in clusters in Alibaba Cloud to battle the rapid growth of cloud traffic. Benefiting from kernel-bypass techniques [9, 28], hardware upgrades and continuous system tweaks, these x86 boxes serve well and prosper for many years. However, the scale and growth rate of Alibaba Cloud today make such horizontal scaling unsustainable. The reason is three-fold. First, horizontal scaling increases the CapEx (i.e., hardware acquisition cost) and OpEx (i.e., operating expenses such as engineers consumed in system troubleshooting) of the entire cluster as well as the management and maintenance complexity since hundreds of x86 nodes are needed in a single cluster. Second, due to the weak performance of a single CPU core, the CPU core is likely to be overloaded due to traffic bursts brought by heavy-hitter flows [37], which further affects the performance isolation for multiple tenants and deteriorates the service-level agreements (SLAs). The CPU overload problem also compels system engineers to pre-allocate even more processing headroom for each CPU core, which in turn lowers the gateway cluster utilization and further increases the CapEx and OpEx. Last but not least is the slowdown of the performance improvement of a single CPU core in recent years [39]. It is well acknowledged that Moore’s law goes far behind Internet traffic growth [34]. However, the performance improvement of a single CPU core is even slower than Moore’s law. That is to say, the weak single CPU core will be persistently challenged by more and more heavy-hitter flows in the foreseeable future.

To address this performance issue, we propose Sailfish, an accelerated cloud-scale multi-tenant multi-service gateway with programmable switching ASICs. Designing Sailfish was challenging because the large forwarding tables due to multi-tenancy in the public cloud cannot be completely fit into the limited on-chip memories of the programmable switching ASICs (e.g., Tofino) [7] and the memory space of those ASICs are not as flat as those of the x86 nodes [11]. To this end, we propose a multi-pronged approach. First, we conduct a hardware and software co-design for table sharing, putting a small number of more stable forwarding tables in hardware to cover the majority of traffic generated by frequently invoked cloud services, and leaving the remaining more volatile tables or very large stateful tables to software. Second, we propose horizontal table splitting among gateway clusters, which improves the scalability and fault isolation, reducing the maintenance complexity. Third, for a single node, we further conduct pipeline-aware table compression on the Tofino chip by the techniques such as pipeline folding, table splitting between pipelines, table mapping across pipelines, memory resource pooling, TCAM conservation and table entry compression. The single-node table compression increases the number of entries carried in one cluster, and thus reduces the number of clusters as well as the hardware acquisition/maintenance cost. More than two years of Sailfish deployment experiences about cluster construction, cluster management, disaster recovery as well as the lessons we’ve learned are also shared.

Our major contributions are summarized as follows.

- We propose the world’s first multi-tenant multi-service cloud gateway based on programmable switches and disclose the technical details as well as deployment experiences in depth.
- We propose solutions that include conducting hardware and software co-design for table sharing, distributing table entries horizontally among gateway clusters and focusing on single-node capacity scale-up to resolve the memory shortage problem of the currently used programmable ASICs.
- On a single gateway, we carry out table compression that decreases SRAM occupancy by 38% and TCAM occupancy by 96% in the IPv4 scenario. In the IPv6 scenario, it decreases SRAM occupancy by 85% and TCAM occupancy by 98%.
- Compared with an x86 gateway node of roughly the same unit price, Sailfish lowers the latency by 95% (2µs), improves the throughput by more than 20x in bps (3.2Tbps) and 71x in pps (1.8Gpps) with packet length < 256B. Compared with the x86 gateway clusters, Sailfish reduces the total hardware acquisition cost by more than 90% for a region. Sailfish has been deployed in Alibaba Cloud with iterative refinement for more than two years. It is the first P4-based cloud gateway in the industry, of which a single cluster carries dozens of Tbps e-commerce traffic, successfully withstanding peak-hour traffic pressure from large online shopping festivals.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Gateways for Cloud Networks

Public cloud networks. Different from the private cloud [29], which is operated for only a few selected users, the public cloud [26] packages its computing power and storage capability into sliced products, which are sold to a large number of customers (i.e., tenants) for fine-grained resource sharing to achieve economics of scale [21]. Under such a multi-tenant architecture, cloud service buyers expect to build the entire network space to which they’ve subscribed with customized address segments, routing tables and ACL rules configured as if they are managing their own local networks. At the same time, the public cloud vendors expect as well that any tenant’s (malicious) behavior will not affect the cloud resources used by others in order to guarantee the SLAs signed with their customers, even though the physical infrastructure is shared.

To satisfy the above requirements, VPCs [41] are built within the public cloud environment, providing logical resource isolation between multiple tenants. To create multiple VPCs transparent from each other, the public cloud network is no longer just a physical interconnection among network nodes for data transmission. At present, mainstream public cloud vendors rely on overlay network protocols (such as VXLAN [27]) to achieve network multiplexing and resource isolation, leaving the basic packet forwarding task to the underlay networks. Specifically, VXLAN is a framework for overlaying virtualized layer 2 networks over layer 3 networks and it uses a VXLAN network identifier (VNI) to identify a VXLAN segment. Only VMs within the same VXLAN segment (i.e., sharing the same VNI) can directly communicate with each other. In this way, a VXLAN segment precisely implements a VPC for isolation.

The role of gateways in the cloud. The advantages of VPCs attract a large number of users, who establish connections to VPCs in the public cloud from their home, their office or any other place
Packet forwarding at the cloud gateway. At the cloud traffic aggregation point, the responsibility of a cloud gateway is to (1) differentiate the arriving traffic according to the destination VM address and forward it to the right region/IDC/VPC containing the destination VM, and (2) find the physical server in the region/IDC/VPC where the destination VM is hosted according to the destination VM address. Once the physical server where the destination VM is hosted is located, the traffic will be sent to the server and the server will further deliver the traffic to the destination VM. According to the above forwarding process, the cloud gateway contains at least two important forwarding tables in its data path: (1) the VXLAN routing table, and (2) the VM-NC mapping table, as shown in Fig. 2. The VXLAN routing table finds the right region/IDC/VPC scope according to the inner DIP of the VXLAN-encapsulated packet. The VM-NC mapping table finds the exact physical server address where the destination VM is hosted according to the inner DIP of the VXLAN-encapsulated packet as well as the region/IDC/VPC scope obtained from the VXLAN routing table. Before leaving the gateway, the outer DIP of the packet will be modified with the server address obtained from the VM-NC mapping table for delivery of the packet to the destination VM.

In Fig. 2, we show the forwarding process of “VM-VM (same VPC, different vSwitches)” and “VM-VM (different VPCs)” in detail. “VM-VM (same VPC, different vSwitches)” means the two VMs are hosted on different physical servers but have the same VNI, while “VM-VM (different VPCs)” means the two VMs are on different physical servers and have different VNIs.

VM-VM (same VPC, different vSwitches). The arriving packet first queries the VXLAN routing table with VPC A (its VNI) and the IP address 192.168.10.3 (inner Dst IP of the VXLAN-encapsulated packet, destination VM address), and it hits the first entry of the VXLAN routing table, where the scope is “Local”, indicating that the destination VM is also in VPC A. Then, it queries the VM-NC mapping table and hits the second entry, which shows the physical server IP of the destination VM is 10.1.1.12. Finally, the packet is forwarded with its outer Dst IP modified to 10.1.1.12.

VM-VM (different VPCs). The arriving packet first hits the second entry of the VXLAN routing table, where the scope is “Peer” and the “Next Hop” is VPC B, which means the destination VM is not in VPC A and the gateway should use VPC B as the VNI for further lookup of the VXLAN routing table until the scope becomes “Local”. When querying the VXLAN routing table with VPC B and 192.168.30.35, it hits the third entry, and the scope is “Local”, which means the destination is in VPC B, then it queries the VM-NC mapping table, finds its server IP in the third entry and gets forwarded.

2.2 Evolution of Software Gateways

Durable architecture for longer service time. As mentioned earlier, the cloud gateway is located at the traffic aggregation point, therefore the stability of the system is critical to the reliability of cloud services since any gateway failure will explosively affect a massive number of users. The stability is reflected in two aspects: (1) the packet forwarding should be stable and bug-free (occasional crashes of the forwarding instances should be avoided), and (2) the system architecture should be durable for a longer service time (e.g., 3-5 years) to save development expenses in a production environment, adapting to the rapid growth of the cloud size and the number of services (the architecture should be scalable to handle growing traffic and allow the iterative yet tractable upgrades to accommodate more services). Besides, the development should be agile to ensure rapid deployment of new services, especially given that this gateway was being developed during the early stages of Alibaba Cloud. By considering the above requirements,
we designed XGW-x86, an x86-based software gateway to serve cloud traffic forwarding ("XGW" means eXtendable GateWay). We leveraged DPDK's kernel-bypass capability [9, 28] to accelerate the single-node performance (~1Mpps per CPU core) and used horizontal scaling [31] to further expand the packet processing capacity of the entire gateway cluster. Adding new services to XGW-x86 is easy due to its modular software design. The architecture has been tested by more than five years of production environment deployment with the following major evolution as shown in Fig. 3.

**Service integration into one versatile gateway.** For rapid deployment of new services, we built ad hoc clusters in the early stages of Alibaba Cloud, that is, one dedicated XGW-x86 cluster for one particular cloud service. In this way, the development, testing and online deployment of new services would not influence other already deployed services. As the traffic volume increased, some clusters expanded rapidly while other clusters were underutilized, both raised system CapEx. Furthermore, heterogeneous clusters needed different treatments (i.e., we need to assign dedicated engineers to different clusters for development and maintenance) while additional inter-cluster traffic handling was inevitable, both raised system OpEx. To reduce the CapEx and OpEx, when the cloud services became more stable, we determined to merge the heterogeneous software cloud gateways into one unified but versatile gateway, which extended the life of the architecture by reducing the CapEx and OpEx but without losing the scalability. After service integration, the monolithic system also became more stable with fewer bugs because we no longer needed to maintain separate, distinct codebases for different gateways.

**Vertical scaling of single gateway processing capacity.** The hardware speed keeps improving yearly. Taking advantage of this, XGW-x86 experienced a complete upgrade in its service time with more powerful CPUs (faster single-core performance, more CPU cores) and higher-bandwidth NICs. The vertical scaling of single-node capacity temporarily reduced the size of gateway clusters as well as the hardware acquisition and maintenance cost.

### 2.3 Limitations of Software Gateways

Although the durable XGW-x86 architecture has withstood the traffic processing load and cloud service changes in the past few years, with the persistent growth of traffic in Alibaba Cloud, it also accumulated many problems over time. Of course, other cloud vendors may well manage these problems still using the software-based solutions [16, 31]. Here, we try to provide observations and insights based on our own experiences in Alibaba Cloud.

**High CapEx and OpEx of gateway clusters.** Software gateways are clustered to handle the traffic in a cloud region. Suppose the traffic is 15Tbps [20, 30] and each gateway can maximally handle 100Gbps. Then, 15Tbps / 100Gbps = 150 gateways are required.

In a production environment, we need to reserve enough processing headroom for service stability. If gateways are designed to forward at 50Gbps (i.e., 50% water level), the gateway number will be doubled. Besides, considering the 1:1 backup for disaster tolerance, the number will be further doubled to 600! The unit cost of the software gateway is not cheap because each gateway contains 2/4 high-end Xeon processors [5] and 40/100GbE NICs. Suppose each gateway costs $100K, the total cost will reach $10M for a single region. Software gateways also bring about considerable maintenance overhead for two reasons: (1) in the "scale-out" mode, each gateway shares the same forwarding tables and the controller needs to update all gateways simultaneously which is prone to latency and coherence issues (it takes more than ten minutes to install all the tables into one XGW-x86 gateway and it is time-consuming to update hundreds of gateways even though some degree of multi-threading is enabled at the controller), and (2) the large gateway number increases the difficulty of troubleshooting because more gateways introduce more potential failure sources.

**Beyond the maximum next-hop limit of the load balancer.** Cloud gateways are placed behind the load balancing switch/router which conducts ECMP flow-based forwarding [23] to distribute traffic equally to these gateways. However, commercial load balancers are generally limited to allowing fewer than 64 possible next-hops (e.g., on Juniper Networks security devices, the maximum number of next-hop addresses in an ECMP set is 16 [3]), which constrains the size of the gateway cluster. To this end, hundreds of gateway nodes in a cloud region have to be partitioned into multiple smaller clusters behind different load balancers, which further increases the maintenance complexity.

**CPU overload due to traffic bursts.** Although we’ve already reserved sufficient safety margin in a real deployment, we still observe CPU core high utilization due to traffic bursts, especially during large online shopping festivals like "Double 11". In Fig. 4, we observe that a gateway’s CPU core 1 is persistently overused during several days while the other CPU cores are all lightly loaded (for clarity, we only show the top-5 cores ranked by utilization out of 32). The CPU core overload will cause packet loss in a region from time to time as shown in Fig. 5 (note that the CPU core utilization shown in Fig. 4 is sampled in a coarse granularity and packet loss will occur when CPU core utilization reaches 100% even in a very short moment). In the worst time, the packet loss rate of the entire region reaches $10^{-5} \sim 10^{-3}$ (at Day 6). In a multi-tenant cloud, the CPU core overload will deteriorate the tenant’s SLAs if his traffic is on that core. There are two possibilities for CPU core overload: (1) load imbalance among gateways, and (2) load imbalance among CPU cores. From Fig. 6, we find that the processing load is perfectly balanced among gateways during the same time period. That is, the load is unequally distributed among CPU cores.

**Horizontal scaling is common, balancing among gateways is easy, balancing among CPU cores is not.** We explore the root cause of the inter-core load imbalance. Fig. 7 shows the traffic proportion of top-N flows on the overloaded CPU core in historical CPU overload scenes. We find that in most cases, the top-1 and top-2 flows dominate the traffic. That is, traffic imbalance and a small number of heavy hitters contribute to the load imbalance among CPU cores. XGW-x86 follows the run-to-completion model, conducts flow-based hashing and distributes packets received from...
a NIC to multiple RX queues via the RSS (receiver side scaling) technology [22], load balancing the packets among CPU cores. The flow-based hashing guarantees intra-flow in-order packet processing; however, it also causes potential CPU core overuse if multiple heavy-hitter flows are hashed into the same CPU core, even though the hashing algorithm itself is perfectly random. Sometimes, a single flow in Alibaba Cloud can even reach tens of Gbps, and the CPU overload problem directly affects the sale of bandwidth to important customers. Changing the run-to-completion model to a pipeline model may ameliorate the problem, but the pipeline model on x86 CPUs also has its own problems such as inter-core transfer performance penalty at the L3 cache [46]. Indeed, some network processors do have the ability to hash the packets of the same flow to multiple packet processing engines for packet-based load balancing and rely on dedicated sequence-preserving hardware for fast packet reordering [42]. However, the implementation of XGW-x86 based on general-purpose processors and DPDK cannot realize performant packet reordering due to the absence of dedicated hardware. Actually, load balancing among gateways/CPU cores is like randomly tossing balls into bins [33]. The smaller the bins, the higher probability of overflow. Although horizontal scaling is common wisdom in the cloud, it may not always work well.

**Stagnant performance of the single CPU core.** We have already described the root cause of the software gateway limitations, but a natural question to ask is: can it be smoothly fixed with future innovations in technology? We use history to predict the future, but the result is pessimistic. Fig. 8 shows Intel i7 CPU performance (single-core and multi-core) and ToR switch port speed from 2010 to 2020. The former roughly reflects the processing capability of software gateways and the latter partly reflects the traffic load faced by the cloud gateways. From 2010 to 2020, the port speed grew from 10GbE to 400GbE (40x), and the multi-core performance improvement was 4x; however, the single-core improvement was only 2.5x. The Internet traffic growth is far beyond Moore’s law [34] while Moore’s law also goes beyond the performance improvement of a single CPU core. Based on these results, XGW-x86 will persistently be challenged by more and more heavy hitters.

### 3 HARDWARE GATEWAY AND CHALLENGES

#### 3.1 Hardware Options

The exposed problems of XGW-x86 push us to find a more robust solution to protect the cloud gateway from traffic floods. In late 2017, we naturally turned to hardware and thoroughly investigated the following three candidates considering speed, cost, programmability and power dissipation.

**Fixed-function ASICs.** Fixed-function ASICs such as Broadcom Tomahawk 2/3 [1] deliver more than 10Tbps switching throughput with constrained power consumption and affordable cost. These chips are originally made for high-speed switches, due to the lack of full programmability, however, they are not the best fit for our versatile cloud gateways. First, Alibaba Cloud deploys many proprietary protocols (such as Vtrace [17]) which need extra support from ASIC vendors. Second, fixed-function ASICs cannot well adapt to the persistent changes of cloud services. The time-to-market cycle of ASICs is too long for the service-driven cloud networks.

**FPGAs.** FPGAs are fully programmable but have a steep learning curve. The switching performance of FPGAs is generally below 400Gbps due to their relatively low frequencies, which make them more suitable for building smartNICs [19] at the end hosts rather than cloud gateways at the central hub. Recently, some proposals try to push FPGA’s processing flexibility into the network core [32]. Besides, FPGAs are more expensive than fixed-function ASICs and more power-hungry for equivalent performance.

**Programmable ASICs.** Programmable switching ASICs have both advantages of fixed-function ASICs and FPGAs that it allows programmers to flexibly customize their forwarding logic and to quickly adapt to cloud service changes while retaining the high performance and low power consumption [10, 11]. Besides, programmable switching ASICs have an affordable price. According to our knowledge, the Tofino-based switch has roughly the same unit price as XGW-x86. That is to say, we can replace many XGW-x86 gateways with a single Tofino-based switch that can provide equal forwarding performance but at a much-reduced cost. In late 2017, we had very few options for implementing the cloud gateway with...
programmable ASICs so we choose the Tofino at that time. But in 2021, numerous chip vendors have announced their programmable switching ASICs (e.g., Broadcom’s Trident 4 [4], Cisco’s Silicon One [2]) and we believe our high-level design paradigm and the experiences with Tofino can be extended to other chips.

3.2 Programmable Switching ASICs

Fig. 9 shows the Tofino’s pipeline-based forwarding architecture. The Tofino has four independent/isolated pipelines for packet processing. On each pipeline, arriving packets will pass through the Parser/Match-Action Unit/Deparser of the Ingress Pipe and those of the Egress Pipe in turn. Each pipeline has SRAM and TCAM memory resources which are equally distributed to multiple stages of that pipeline. Specifically, each stage has its own SRAM and TCAM, and cannot access the memory resources of other stages even in the same pipeline (memories in other pipelines are also inaccessible). The on-chip memories are very limited (O(10MB)) [24], and the amount of TCAM is much less than that of SRAM. The intermediate result from the lookup at each stage is kept in metadata, which is shared within the entire Ingress or Egress Pipe but not directly transfer between them.

Table 2: Table size and table occupancy in the Tofino chip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table name</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Match type</th>
<th>IP type</th>
<th>IP length (bit)</th>
<th>Match SRAM</th>
<th>TCAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VXLAN routing table</td>
<td>VNI, Inner Dist IP</td>
<td>LPM</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>24 + 32</td>
<td>311%</td>
<td>233%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM-NC mapping table</td>
<td>VNI, Inner Dist IP</td>
<td>EXACT</td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>24 + 128</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>233%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum (75% IPv4, 25% IPv6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>102%</td>
<td>388.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Tofino has multiple pipelines and each pipeline has multiple stages. However, the compiler does not automatically handle by the Tofino’s compiler with table splitting mechanism guarantees an entirely continuous address space. For-}

4.1 Design Overview

In order to successfully handle cloud-scale (high throughput), multi-tenant (huge VXLAN routing table and VM-NC mapping table) and multi-service (diverse forwarding tables) traffic, we design Sailfish, a hardware/software integrated cloud gateway system. The overall
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**Figure 9: Tofino’s packet forwarding architecture.**

**Table 2:** Table size and table occupancy in the Tofino chip.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table name</th>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Match type</th>
<th>IP type</th>
<th>IP length (bit)</th>
<th>Match SRAM</th>
<th>TCAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VXLAN routing table</td>
<td>VNI, Inner Dist IP</td>
<td>LPM</td>
<td>IPv4</td>
<td>24 + 32</td>
<td>311%</td>
<td>233%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM-NC mapping table</td>
<td>VNI, Inner Dist IP</td>
<td>EXACT</td>
<td>IPv6</td>
<td>24 + 128</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>233%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum (75% IPv4, 25% IPv6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>102%</td>
<td>388.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

**4.1 Design Overview**

In order to successfully handle cloud-scale (high throughput), multi-tenant (huge VXLAN routing table and VM-NC mapping table) and multi-service (diverse forwarding tables) traffic, we design Sailfish, a hardware/software integrated cloud gateway system. The overall
architecture and high-level designs are shown in Fig. 10. We leverage a multi-pronged approach to solve the problem of insufficient on-chip memories from three perspectives.

**Hardware and Software Co-Design.** Sailfish consists of both Tofino-based hardware gateways (XGW-H) and x86-based software gateways (XGW-x86). XGW-H is ultra-fast but with limited memories and constrained memory layout while XGW-x86 has huge memory space with full programmability but limited performance. By analyzing traffic characteristics of different cloud services, we place XGW-H in front of XGW-x86 in a region. We then leverage XGW-H to store a few key tables frequently hit by the majority of traffic, and use XGW-x86 as a complement to hold the remaining volatile tables hit by a small portion of traffic and huge stateful tables that cannot be compressed into XGW-H. (a in Fig. 10).

**Table splitting among XGW-H clusters.** Sailfish conducts horizontal table splitting among XGW-H clusters in a region to further reduce the number of table entries stored in each XGW-H. Here, “horizontal splitting” means each XGW-H stores all the forwarding tables but only a portion of entries from each table. Multiple XGW-H clusters cover all the entries in a region, while a single cluster is only responsible for entries of some tenants. Within a cluster, multiple XGW-H devices maintain the same table entries, share the traffic load and backup for each other. (b in Fig. 10).

**Single-node table compression.** Sailfish conducts table compression on each XGW-H in order to greedily fit more table entries into the single node. These optimizations include pipeline folding, table splitting between pipelines, table mapping across pipelines, memory resource pooling, TCAM conservation and table entry compression. The single-node table compression increases the number of entries carried in one cluster, thus reducing the number of necessary clusters, CapEx and OpEx. (c in Fig. 10).

### 4.2 Hardware and Software Co-Design

Due to the rapid growth of cloud traffic, it is difficult to carry all the traffic with XGW-x86. The emergence of programmable switching ASICs allows hardware gateways to handle a variety of cloud services with high performance. However, the on-chip memories are too limited for hardware gateways to store all the table entries. Therefore, the combination of software and hardware is a feasible direction in the evolution of cloud gateways. Through data mining of real cloud traffic, we find that the traffic exactly follows the “80/20 rule”. For example, in a typical cloud region, 5% of the table entries carry 95% of the traffic, and the remaining 95% of the entries only carry 5% of the traffic. Based on this observation, we formulate the principles of hardware and software cooperation.

- XGW-H is the default gateway which is placed in front of XGW-x86 to absorb the majority of traffic.

- XGW-H stores a few key tables frequently hit by the majority of traffic, ensuring the reliability and stability of basic cloud services. Besides, XGW-H is responsible for guiding the remaining traffic to XGW-x86.

- XGW-x86 maintains a large number of volatile tables, hit by a small portion of traffic. It also stores large-sized stateful tables that cannot be easily compressed into XGW-H. The full programmability of the continuous memory space in XGW-x86 eases frequent table updates from long-tail services.

- Generally, unstable newborn services with less traffic are carried by XGW-x86, while mature services with heavy and stable traffic are turned over to XGW-H. In this way, the failure of the unstable services with higher probabilities will not affect the traffic forwarding at XGW-H. All of the table-sharing decisions are predetermined by the central controller.

- Considering the huge difference in performance, rate limiting is necessary at XGW-H before forwarding the traffic to XGW-x86 for overload protection.

Fig. 11 shows an example of cooperation between XGW-H and XGW-x86 for stateful SNAT traffic handling. Some customers own a large number of VMs but only a few public IPs. In order for all the VMs to access the public network, SNAT is needed in the cloud gateway. SNAT maps the 5-tuple to the public network IP and port. Hence, the number of entries in the SNAT table is decided by the number of sessions, which is much larger than the number of VMs. The entry number of the SNAT table can reach O(100M), while that of the VM-NC table is only O(1M). The SNAT table is too large to fit in XGW-H, and the use frequency of each entry is also not very high. Besides, the mapping between the session and the public IP/Src port is volatile. So we put the SNAT table in XGW-x86.

As shown by the red arrow, the VM visits the public network through SNAT. The outgoing packet first reaches XGW-H. According to a special VNI tag carried in the packet, XGW-H determines that the packet wants to visit the public network and requires SNAT. Then, it forwards the packet to XGW-x86. XGW-x86 finds the corresponding public IP and port according to its 5-tuple and then replaces its inner Src IP and inner Src port, removes the VXLAN tunnel and forwards the packet. The blue arrow is the response from the public network. The public network sends a response packet to the VM according to the Src IP of the request packet, so the response packet will directly reach XGW-x86, and then XGW-x86 adds a VXLAN tunnel and sends it to the VM.

After table sharing between XGW-x86 and XGW-H, for a typical cloud region with tens of Tbps of traffic, considering both safety margin and disaster tolerance, we sharply reduce the hardware
cost from hundreds of XGW-x86s to ten XGW-Hs for major traffic processing and four XGW-x86s for fallback traffic processing.

### 4.3 Table Splitting Among XGW-H Clusters

As shown in Fig. 12, in a region, we split the table entries horizontally based on VNI (i.e., tenant ID) into different XGW-H clusters. Each cluster maintains all the tables and a portion of entries from each table. The table partition and entry distribution are managed by the central controller. At the data plane, traffic is distributed according to the VNI via a load balancer in front of the XGW-H clusters. There are four major benefits of horizontal table splitting compared with vertical table splitting or flow-based hashing.

- Good scalability. Straightforwardly maintaining all the table entries in each cluster is apparently not scalable due to the limited on-chip memories of XGW-H. But what if we conduct vertical table splitting, that is, splitting different tables of all entries into different clusters? In fact, the merit of horizontal splitting is that when new tenants are added into the cloud, we only need to insert new table entries into one cluster or allocate a new cluster if the original cluster is out of memory. But vertical table splitting cannot achieve this.

- Fault isolation. In a real deployment, software and hardware bugs caused by rush development or misconfiguration are inevitable for such a complex system. Horizontal splitting can effectively constrain the influence scope of some faulty entries within one cluster, thus the failure of one cluster will not influence others in the same region. Otherwise, the influence scope will extend to the entire region, even if most clusters have nothing to do with those faulty entries.

- Tractable traffic load balancing. Indeed, for load balancing, we can also use flow-based hashing to distribute traffic to multiple clusters. However, load balancing via hashing is somewhat uncontrollable. By contrast, horizontal splitting can precisely manage the traffic load on a particular cluster simply by adding or deleting the corresponding entries.

- Reduced maintenance complexity. Horizontal table splitting maintains the same tables and lowers the number of table entries in the cluster, therefore, reducing the table management complexity as well as the disaster recovery time.

### 4.4 Single-Node Table Compression

After table splitting among clusters, each cluster only needs to carry part of the table entries. But it does not mean that we can split infinitely and use an unlimited number of clusters to hold the entries. There are two reasons: (1) table splitting has a limit since the VPC is the smallest split granularity, however, some VPCs (e.g., top customers) contain millions of entries that challenge the capacity of a single cluster; and (2) we need to consider the CapEx and OpEx to build clusters. Hence, we further conduct single-node optimizations to expand XGW-H’s capacity to hold more entries.

**Pipeline folding.** XGW-H can originally reach 6.4Tbps forwarding throughput if the four pipelines contain the same forwarding tables and work in parallel. The throughput can further be increased by adding more gateways in a cluster. That is, for XGW-H, through-put is sufficient and easy to extend while memories are in real shortage. Accordingly, we propose "pipeline folding" as a tradeoff to sacrifice the through-put by halving the working pipelines for doubled memory capacity in each "folded" pipeline. As shown in Fig. 13, we use Ingress Pipe 0/2 as the packet entry point. Then, packets enter Egress Pipe 1/3, but the ports of those pipes are set to Loopback mode, so packets will enter Ingress Pipe 1/3 through the same ports after leaving Egress Pipe 1/3. Finally, pack-ets will be sent out through Egress Pipe 0/2 (Ingress Pipe 1 goes to Egress Pipe 0, Ingress Pipe 3 goes to Egress Pipe 2). In addition to halving the forwarding throughput, the design will also double the forwarding latency. However, adding O(1µs) to the end-to-end latency is imperceptible for the end-users. But the doubled memory capacity for holding more table entries is indeed a huge gain. Considering the architectural constraints of the Tofino, we summarize the principles of distributing tables in the four pipelines as follows.

- Tables should be placed in Ingress Pipe 0/2, Egress Pipe 1/3, Ingress Pipe 1/3, and Egress Pipe 0/2, following the table lookup order to match the packet flow in pipeline folding.

- Metadata cannot be directly transferred between Ingress Pipe and Egress Pipe. If metadata transfer across different pipes is indeed required, we have to append metadata to the packet, which is called bridging. Bridging will increase the packet length but affect the forwarding throughput. With pipeline folding, the number of possible bridges increases from 1 to 3. Hence, for tables that need to share the same metadata, we recommend placing them in the same pipe to minimize the number of possible bridges as well as the throughput loss.

- Tables should be evenly distributed in different pipelines, ensuring that each pipeline has enough room for table expansion in the future, making the system extensible without frequently re-mapping the existing tables.
Table D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table</th>
<th>XGW-H memory occupancy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingress Pipe 0/2</th>
<th>Ingress Pipe 1/3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We have placed Table A in Ingress Pipe 0/2, Table B in Egress Pipe 0/2, while we put the rest in Egress Pipe 1/3. While there is a large free space in Pipeline 0/2. We place 128-bit to align with the IPv6 key in the same table; or the IPv6 key 1/3, and Table C in Ingress Pipe 1/3. At this time, there is still some time. As shown in Fig. 15, the table lookup order is Table A-B-C-D. When conducting IPv6 lookup in the VM-NC table, we will first search the conflicting table with the 128-bit key, and then the IPv4/IPv6 table with the 32-bit compressed key if there is no item in the conflicting table. According to our experience, the 128-to-32 compression by hashing will generate very limited conflicts, and thus, the table dedicated to conflict resolution will not consume much memory.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Memory occupancy after optimizations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table name</th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>SRAM</th>
<th>TCAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VXLAN routing table</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM-NC mapping table</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IPv4/IPv6 table pooling. It is feasible to allocate dedicated IPv6 tables alongside IPv4 tables to allow them to be updated independently from each other. In this way, the expansion of one table will not affect the service provided by another table. However, since the traffic ratio of IPv4/IPv6 is changing constantly, separate tables may cause memory waste or insufficient memory due to the inefficient memory occupation. Our strategy is to pool IPv4 and IPv6 memory resources. For any table with IP as its key, both IPv4 and IPv6 are supported, ensuring that the ratio of IPv4/IPv6 can be adjusted arbitrarily. Specifically, the IPv4 key can be expanded to a 128-bit to align with the IPv6 key in the same table; or the IPv6 key can be compressed to a 32-bit to align with the IPv4 key. For the VXLAN routing table, we choose the first strategy for ease of conducting the LPM search; for the VM-NC mapping table, we choose the second strategy because it just requires the exact match. The table pooling strategies can also be applied to other cloud services.

TCAM conservation for large FIBs. Accommodating the entire VXLAN routing table with TCAM can ensure search efficiency. But the TCAM resource on the Tofino is very limited. Besides, the memory ratio of TCAM/SRAM is a constant for a chip, but the table lookup requirements of the LPM or the exact match change over time. To address this, we implement Algorithmic LPM (ALPM) [40] to flexibly reduce the TCAM usage at the cost of slightly reduced lookup efficiency and more SRAM usage. As shown in Fig. 16, the entire routing table is partitioned into two levels with the first level stored in TCAM, indexing the second level stored in SRAM. The tradeoff between TCAM occupancy and table lookup efficiency can be made by adjusting the depth of the first level.

Compressing longer table entries. If the key of a table entries is too long, we try to compress it to a shorter hash digest to save memory space. For example, when building the VM-NC table with the IP dual-stack, we conduct IPv4/IPv6 table pooling and compress the IPv6 key to a 32-bit for alignment. The compression from 128-bit to 32-bit for IPv4/IPv6 table pooling will cause two kinds of conflicts. The first is between compressed IPv6 and original IPv4, which can easily be distinguished by using an additional label in the table entry. The second is between two compressed IPv6 keys, which can be resolved with an extra small table to hold the conflicting entries containing the complete 128-bit key. When conducting IPv6 lookup in the VM-NC table, we will first search the conflicting table with the 128-bit key, and then the IPv4/IPv6 table with the 32-bit compressed key if there is no item in the conflicting table. According to our experience, the 128-to-32 compression by hashing will generate very limited conflicts, and thus, the table dedicated to conflict resolution will not consume much memory.

Memory usage after optimizations. After the above optimizations, the two major tables, the VXLAN routing table and the VM-NC mapping table, can finally be fit in the Tofino chip (as shown in Table 3). Since we have conducted IPv4/IPv6 table pooling, the memory occupancy will not further change with the traffic ratio of IPv4/IPv6. Compared with the case-by-case results in Table 2, in the 100% IPv4 scenario, the use of SRAM is reduced by 38%, and the use of TCAM is reduced by 96%; in the 75% IPv4 and 25% IPv6 scenario, the use of SRAM is reduced by 65%, and the use of TCAM is reduced by 97%; in the 100% IPv6 scenario, the SRAM usage is reduced by 85%, and the TCAM usage is reduced by 98%.

5 Evaluation

5.1 XGW-H Performance

XGW-H is developed on Tofino 6.4T with thousands of lines of P4-16. We evaluate the single-node performance of XGW-H in terms of step-by-step memory optimizations, overall memory consumption as well as forwarding performance, which is compared with XGW-x86. Then, we evaluate Sailfish’s performance in a real deployment, focusing on the long-term packet loss in large cloud regions, the traffic load distribution between pipelines, traffic sharing between hardware and software, and table update frequencies.
Step-by-step table compression. Fig. 17 shows the memory occupancy of the VXLAN routing table and the VM-NC mapping table after step-by-step table compression. Before any optimization, the SRAM and TCAM occupancy reaches 102% and 389% (recall Table 2). After pipeline folding, the memory occupancy of both SRAM and TCAM is reduced by half at the cost of sacrificed throughput. After the table splitting between pipelines, the memory occupancy in each pipeline is further reduced by half. In IPv4/IPv6 table pooling, we extend the IPv4 key to a 128-bit for alignment in order to conduct the LPM lookup, and therefore, the TCAM occupancy grows. Meanwhile, we also compress the IPv6 key to a 32-bit for alignment in the VM-NC mapping table with the exact match. The result is decreased SRAM occupancy. Finally, after conducting ALPM for TCAM conservation, the TCAM occupancy is greatly reduced to 11% while the SRAM occupancy is doubled to 36%.

Overall memory consumption. Table 4 shows the overall memory resource consumption of XGW-H considering all the actual tables. Pipeline 0/2 and Pipeline 1/3 occupy 69% of SRAM and 32% of TCAM. Our design effectively solves the memory shortage problem of storing millions of table entries in programmable ASIC chips, and there is still room for adding future table entries.

Forwarding performance. Fig. 18 shows the forwarding performance comparison between XGW-H and XGW-x86 in terms of throughput, packet rate and latency. Under roughly the same unit price, the throughput of XGW-H is more than 20x that of XGW-x86 (Fig. 18(a)). When the port bandwidth is full, we pressure test the packet forwarding rate of XGW-H and XGW-x86. As shown in Fig. 18(b), the packet rate of XGW-H is 72x that of XGW-x86. Even for very complex cloud service logic, XGW-H can still reach line rate with packets smaller than 256B, while XGW-x86 reaches line rate with packets larger than 512B. We test the forwarding latency of XGH-H and XGW-x86 without background traffic. As shown in Fig. 18(c), although XGW-H uses pipeline folding to make the packet pass through one more pipeline, the average latency is still only 2μs, which is 95% lower than that of XGW-x86. For XGW-H, the latency varies from 2.173μs to 2.303μs for 128B-1024B IPv4 traffic and from 2.177μs to 2.306μs for 128B-1024B IPv6 traffic.

5.2 Sailfish Performance

Packet drop rate. Fig. 19 shows the performance of Sailfish in three large cloud regions during a large online shopping festival. The peak traffic of the three regions are dozens of Tbps. It shows that Sailfish delivers very stable performance in a production environment with only minor packet drop rates from \(10^{-11}\) to \(10^{-10}\), which are six orders of magnitude lower than that of XGW-x86 (recall Fig. 5). The ultra-low packet drop rates mainly benefit from the large safety margin provided by the Tofino’s high-capacity pipelines.

Traffic load distribution between pipelines. We horizontally split traffic between pipelines to reduce the table entries in each pipeline by half. The split method can be either hashing or leveraging service characteristics with historical data mining. As shown
in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, the traffic can be partitioned in a good balance between pipelines in both cluster and time dimensions. Unlike CPU overload caused by heavy-hit flows, it can hardly cause extreme unevenness between pipelines because the pipeline number is small and each pipeline has a huge processing capability.

Traffic sharing between XGW-H and XGW-x86. Fig. 22 illustrates the volume and proportion of traffic carried by XGW-x86 in Sailfish after conducting the table-sharing strategy. It shows that in the production environment, XGW-x86 carries a very small portion of cloud traffic (< 0.2%). That is, the majority of traffic hits the minority of tables, which is absorbed by XGW-H with ultra-low latency. The remaining few Gbps of traffic can safely be handled by XGW-x86 without causing any CPU core overload problem.

Table update frequencies. Fig. 23 shows the changes of entry numbers in the VXLAN routing tables of different clusters during a month. For most of the time, the table is updated very slowly with sudden increases of table entries occurring infrequently. Since regular table updates occur at a relatively low frequency, they can be handled without challenges. The sudden increases are mainly ascribed to the arrival of top customers who purchase a large number of VMs or conduct a batch of route updates all at once. Although the sudden changes will potentially affect the stability of our system (e.g., causing cluster expansion suddenly), we will be informed by the top customers and will be aware of them ahead of time in a real deployment. As long as we can prepare all the updated table entries before the arrival of the top customers’ traffic, we can still handle this special case without any risk.

6 EXPERIENCES

6.1 Deployment Experiences

Cluster construction. In a production deployment, the number of allocated cloud gateways depends on customers’ service requirements. Before putting gateways online, all table entries will be downloaded first from the central controller to all the gateways. Due to the large number of entries and gateways, table entry inconsistency between the controller and the gateways may occur during table population due to software/hardware bugs, misconfiguration or insufficient gateway memory [43]. Therefore, periodic consistency checks are needed. Then, we will deploy probe generators to produce diverse probe packets covering as many test scenarios as possible. Finally, we will modify the routes in the upstream devices to admit user traffic into the gateway clusters. If the user traffic is too heavy, we will admit the traffic incrementally.

Cluster management. During the runtime of gateway clusters, we periodically monitor the table water level, traffic rate and packet loss rate. We have to deploy new clusters in two cases: (1) the table size exceeds the available memory, and (2) the traffic volume exceeds the available processing power. Generally, the table entry growth is easy to predict with linear growth most of the time and sudden growth informed by top customers ahead of time. By contrast, traffic growth is difficult to predict. We have to rely on the safety margin provided by XGW-H to accommodate traffic bursts and deploy new clusters if the average traffic volume gets too high. In practice, we will reserve a safe water level for tables in XGW-H and XGW-x86 to allow tenants to add new entries. When the water level is close to the safe threshold, we will temporarily close the sale of the cluster’s resources and consider putting new users in another cluster or constructing a new cluster. To ensure stable forwarding performance, each port will also reserve a safe water level to monitor the traffic rate and packet loss rate. If the packet loss rate is close to the safe threshold, the controller will be alerted to take further actions. At online shopping festivals with huge traffic volumes, we will deliberately raise the safe water level to further increase the gateway’s allowable throughput by reducing the number of alerts sent to the controller. Other system metrics such as CPU, memory and disk utilization will also be monitored.

Disaster recovery. Disaster recovery is designed at different levels including cluster, node and port. At the cluster level, all the gateway clusters strictly follow 1:1 backup. The backup clusters are hot standby with the same configuration as the main clusters. The health status of the main clusters is monitored in real time and any anomaly will alert the controller to modify the routes in the upstream devices for traffic reroute to the backup clusters. At the node level, when some gateway reports hardware failures or its safe water levels are approached, the gateway will be put offline and the other gateways in the same cluster will share the traffic load of that gateway. If the gateways in the same cluster are all busy, we will resort to globally reserved cold standby gateways. At the port level, when a port suffers abnormal jitters or persistent packet loss, it will be isolated and the traffic will be migrated to other ports by modifying the routes in the upstream devices.

6.2 Lessons Learned

Is Sailfish ready to serve outside Alibaba? We have invested considerable man-months into the conception and realization of Sailfish to fit cloud-scale forwarding tables into the Tofino’s limited on-chip memories. In Alibaba Cloud, we are driven by the violent traffic growth and have no choice but to turn to hardware. To date, Sailfish’s performance has not failed us, so it is worth it. But from the perspective of small and medium-sized cloud vendors, in the short term, XGW-x86 may be good enough to solve their problems. Even if programmable switches are used, they may not face the problem of insufficient memory resources. But in the long term, as the cloud business is growing rapidly while CPU performance improvement is slowing down, we argue that they will face these problems sooner or later. Hence, we believe Sailfish is not trivial.

What about Sailfish’s long-term viability? Sailfish’s long-term viability is mainly affected by the trend towards more or less SRAM/TCAM consumed per Gbps. Generally, the memory consumption (i.e., table size) is decided by the number of VMs while the traffic rate is decided by tenants’ service requirements. One extreme case is that the number of VMs increases rapidly while the traffic rate growth stalls. In this case, Sailfish will continuously be challenged by the memory shortage problem under the rapid growth of table entries. According to our observation, however, the traffic rate per VM has been increasing persistently over the years in Alibaba Cloud, which also means the SRAM/TCAM consumed per Gbps has been decreasing. If such a trend is not going to be reversed in the future, Sailfish should have long-term viability.

How difficult is the development? P4 is a domain-specific language [10]. Compared with the XGW-x86 developed with C, the development process of XGW-H is even slightly simpler, thus the agile deployment of new services can also be guaranteed. However, the developers still need to understand the Tofino’s pipeline
model and memory constraints for further optimizations. Besides, as a recent innovation, programmable switching ASICs have insufficient toolchains, such as test tools for code coverage. We needed to write lots of test cases and manually reviewed the results to verify the integrity of our functions. We believe a complete toolchain can promote the development efficiency of programmable ASICs.

How difficult is it to manage the heterogeneous clusters? Sailfish is a heterogeneous gateway system containing both XGW-Hs and XGW-x86s. Generally, heterogeneous systems are more complex and hard to manage compared with homogeneous systems. The complexity is reflected in different node forms as well as the consistency and coordination between heterogeneous nodes. In Sailfish, we try to manage the complexity via building a unified abstraction layer over the heterogeneous nodes. In this way, the network operators or the controller are unaware of the low-level difference between XGW-H and XGW-x86. The past experiences of managing the homogeneous XGW-x86s can be inherited.

Building stable gateways for a production environment. For cloud gateways at the central hub of the entire cloud, stability and performance are equally important. Failures in cloud gateways will affect a massive number of users and their services. For example, in our design, forwarding tables are shared between software and hardware gateways with a pre-downloaded configuration to guarantee the deterministic lookup performance. However, in other systems like TEA [24], cache replacements between software and hardware are involved in the system to fit frequently used entries to the hardware switch. Currently, we do not prefer the cache-based design to avoid cache breakdown and sudden performance degradation in some extreme cases. We follow “Occam’s razor” to protect the simplicity and reliability of our system.

Metadata tweaks for complex cloud services. Cloud services are complex and we need to use a large amount of metadata to store the intermediate results during the pipelined table lookups. However, we notice that the on-chip PHV (packet header vector) resources where metadata is stored are also scarce, although they have not been exhausted yet. Therefore, how to optimize the table lookup logic as well as the metadata organization to reduce the consumption of PHV is also an interesting topic worth exploring.

7 RELATED WORK

Some previous work has already looked into the design and implementation of the multi-tenant cloud as well as the cloud gateway [8, 25, 38, 45]. As the pioneering work of the multi-tenant cloud, [25] implements a cloud gateway using software to carry thousands of tunnels, which may be sufficient for small-sized cloud vendors but may not work with major cloud vendors. Protego [38] proposes a cloud-scale multi-tenant gateway with software node clustering and flexible tunnel migrating between these nodes, managed by a central controller. Such a scale-out design is surely competent even for large-scale clouds. However, we show in this work that due to the slowdown of CPU improvement, the CPU core is likely to be overloaded by heavy-hitter flows, which has been spotted from time to time in Alibaba Cloud. [8] exposes the memory shortage problem of the cloud gateway to maintain millions of tunnels and proposes a hybrid solution with a commercial switch and a DPDK-based software forwarding node. However, they solve the memory shortage problem simply by using the x86 node to store the virtual routing table with millions of entries. Thus, the majority of traffic will pour into the x86 node. By contrast, Sailfish absorbs the majority of traffic with the programmable switches by compressing major tables into the programmable switches and leaving only the minority of traffic (< 0.2%) to the software. [45] proposes a versatile software gateway, but the forwarding performance is still insufficient for cloud-scale deployment.

Other work [16, 20, 24, 30, 31, 44] builds other stateful network devices such as load balancers, and some of these devices also leverage programmable switching ASICs. They encounter the similar memory shortage problem to maintain large session states but provide quite different solutions. For example, in Silkroad [30], the connection table is compressed by hashing 5-tuples into shorter digests to fit into the Tofino chip. Since load balancers forward traffic based on an exact match of the 5-tuples, hashing is indeed a good option. However, in cloud gateways, longest prefix match is also needed, thus compression simply by hashing is not enough. TEA [24] proposes a cache-based approach, using the Tofino’s on-chip memory as the cache and the external DRAM at the x86 nodes as the backup memory. The on-chip memory and the DRAM are connected via fast RDMA channels. Sailfish prefers pre-allocated table entries to the cache-based design in TEA to avoid cache breakdown and sudden performance degradation in extreme cases to protect the stability of gateways and the reliability of cloud services. Another deficiency of TEA is their need for re-circulation, which results in the same throughput cost as our solution.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose Sailfish, a cloud-scale multi-tenant multi-service gateway based on programmable switching ASICs designed for Alibaba Cloud. We share our gains and pains during the deployment of software gateways and explain why we turned to hardware in 2017. To address the memory shortage problem of maintaining large forwarding tables with the Tofino chip, we propose hardware and software co-design for table sharing, horizontal table splitting among gateway clusters and pipeline-aware table compression for a single node. Compared with the software gateway, Sailfish achieves significant single-node performance speedup at roughly the same unit price. The experiences and lessons are also provided.

Currently, after horizontal table splitting among gateway clusters, each gateway cluster carries a portion of entries for some tenants. However, in a real deployment, we observe that not all the entries of tenants are active most of the time. Taking advantage of this, in the future, we plan to build the “N+1” hierarchical XGW-H clusters with N cache clusters at the front serving only active entries and 1 backup cluster storing entries of all tenants to handle the cache miss traffic. The active entries can be identified through data mining or cache replacements. In this way, we can use fewer XGW-H nodes to achieve a much higher processing capability. For example, if only 25% of the tenants’ entries are active, we can build 4 cache clusters (each cluster carries the 25% active entries) and 1 backup cluster (the cluster carries the 100% entries) to provide 4x performance at the cost of only 2x the number of XGW-H nodes.

This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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